Celeste Hartwell - Raising Up Divine Feminine Leaders
In this episode:
•
•
•
•
•
•

How the deaths of the people close to her heart pushed her to leave the security of her 18-year
corporate job and explore the unknown
The trauma & previous experiences mirroring the work that Celeste does today: helping women
step out of the guilt & shame to experience emotional freedom
The gift of feeling the emotions and the beauty of being friends with your body
The huge role spirituality plays in every circumstances Celeste is experiencing
How the choices you make can open up the spaces of possibilities, growth & expansion
The birth of her Divine Feminine Leaders podcast and how it’s caused by the fact that the
masculine culture affects the energy of women be in their flow

After an 18-year career in corporate, Celeste Hartwell decided to jump off the ledge of safety
and security into the unknown of entrepreneurship where she then fell into listening to others
for how to run her business even when those well-intentioned people were guiding her against
her internal knowing.
Celeste is now passionate about helping women step into their own brilliance through
cultivating a relationship with their intuition so they feel excited and energized about living a
life without compromise.
Celeste Hartwell owns a company and hosts a podcast by the title Divine Feminine Leaders
where she works with women to step out of overwhelm, guilt, and shame to shine brightly and
attract all they desire.

Quotes from this episode:
“Don’t get attached to a feeling, and don’t resist a feeling because everything is changing all of the
time.” — Celeste Hartwell
“We are creating in every single moment, and this life is a cocreation with the divine in every single
level.” — Celeste Hartwell
“The brain wants to make meaning of everything.” — Celeste Hartwell
“You have all the answers inside of you – if you just get quiet enough to listen or meditate for at least 5
minutes a day.” – Celeste Hartwell
“Meditation – it doesn’t have to be clearing your mind, it’s really about setting the intention to give
yourself that five-minute break every single day to hone your own intuition or create that deeper
relationship with yourself.” – Celeste Hartwell

3 Pearls of Wisdoms:

“You are worthy of taking a couple minutes every single day to tune in and formulate that relationship
with yourself.”
“You have all the answers within, and everything is there.”
“Breathe into your heart and you can have anything you desire.”

Resources:
Celeste Hartwell - Raising Up Divine Feminine Leaders
Website: https://www.healinggroundmovement.com/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/celestekhartwell; https://www.facebook.com/divfemleaders
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/celestehartwell/

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/celestehartwell/;
https://www.instagram.com/divinefeminineleaders/
Podcast: Divine Feminine Leaders
Link to the show: https://www.kamiguildner.com/ewr-celeste-hartwell-197/
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Tag Kami on Facebook @KamiGuildner, Twitter @KamiGuildner, Instagram @KamiGuildner and LinkedIn
@KamiGuildner.

